
Transcript 
00:00:00 Joe 

The shift show captains log episode 9 in this episode joined Dwayne and Joe as they discuss Microsoft Teams, webinars and new 

features of PowerPoint live. 

00:00:11 Joe 

Computer prepare the viewscreen for a fleetwide broadcast as we join the shift show. 

00:00:34 Dewyane 

Hey buddy, you ready for another? Another shift show. 

00:00:38 Joe 

Uh, I am. I think think be nice to do a little something like this after a crazy week. 

00:00:44 Dewyane 

Yeah, it has been a crazy week as usual, so I know we say this all the time. I feel like every single episode we talk about hey, we just 

got done doing a virtual conference, but uh. 

00:00:56 Dewyane 

Maybe that is all we do. 

00:00:59 Joe 

Unfortunately, we slip in a bunch of other sysadmin stuff, which makes for crazy weeks, especially coupled with hurricanes and 

power outages, and flooding and tornado warnings. 

00:01:11 

The new mirrors. 

00:01:18 Dewyane 

No, definitely no. Not lacking in the zero Day vulnerability department this month, which is great. 

00:01:25 Joe 

Yeah, that was a little sysadmin work there. 

00:01:29 Joe 

But yeah, I think for this for this conference. 

00:01:34 Joe 

Something that we did a little differently is what we kind of want to talk about this time and. 

00:01:39 Joe 

Something we relied on a lot on our other ones were live events and this time we changed it up a little bit. 

00:01:46 Dewyane 

Yeah, so for our large sessions. Typically in a conference you'll have like a keynote and a capstone or general session and a closing 

session or whatever you might call it. 

00:01:58 Dewyane 



You want to use something that is structured, not a free. For all you know, where everybody got their mic and camera on, you want 

it to be more of a one way delivery, or maybe a few people, or delivering a message to a large audience. And yeah, we did it 

different this time and we were pretty happy with the results. 

00:02:17 Dewyane 

We thought we would chat about it and the episode title was going to be. 

00:02:23 Dewyane 

Teams, whether in arms go big or go board right. 

00:02:27 Dewyane 

So don't be part of the hivemind. 

00:02:31 Dewyane 

Make your own choices. 

00:02:33 Dewyane 

So I guess we'll start off with. 

00:02:35 Dewyane 

Is, uh, what actually is a webinar in teams like according to their? 

00:02:42 Dewyane 

Like I know webinar has a definition, but if you were going to go into teams and do a webinar, what does that really mean? 

00:02:49 Joe 

What that's what it's really doing is is putting a registration process in front of a regular teams meeting a regular standalone teams 

meeting. It's a way to enable people to. 

00:03:03 Joe 

 

00:03:04 Joe 

Reach out and accept a meeting. Invite somewhere that you might post out on a website. If you have this open to everyone. 

00:03:13 Joe 

Or a corporate intranet. It's not something that you typically are going to push out into everybody's calendar. It's something they 

come and get from you through that registration process, so it mimics some of the other tools that are out there that people use. 

00:03:30 Joe 

Eventbrite and things like that it's got a few limitations around. 

00:03:35 Joe 

Uhm, other tools that people use. I think one of them we've come across or people needing to be able to. 

00:03:42 Joe 

Go through some type of payment process. It doesn't have that capability. 

00:03:47 Joe 

But really, that registration process and signing people up for your webinar, which really just sits in front of something that you've 

probably already used to using, which is a teams meeting. 



00:03:58 Dewyane 

OK, so uh webinar in teams is the exact same thing as a teams meeting except your. 

00:04:05 Dewyane 

Your audience is pulling the invite instead of you pushing it to them, right? 'cause that kind of. 

00:04:12 Dewyane 

Someone else. 

00:04:12 Joe 

Yeah, that's something that we've heard I. I think we'd like to kind of use that terminology there so they're they're reaching out to 

you. 

00:04:19 Joe 

Getting that getting that registration, signing up and again, it's not something you you're forcing onto somebody calendar, which is 

just another way to know that you've got people that want to attend. How many meetings have we been? 

00:04:32 Joe 

Pushed to in the last year and a half. 

00:04:35 Joe 

That we wonder why are we here? So at least this process you got someone who wants to be there. 

00:04:41 Dewyane 

And this this registration component that comes with it is available right through the calendar. So when you're in teams and you go 

to your calendar to schedule a new meeting, there's a dropdown that says do you want to require registration and that instantly 

magically turns it into a. 

00:05:01 Dewyane 

Webinar and it suspiciously looks a lot like some of the things we've seen for bookings. 

00:05:07 Dewyane 

So one would have to wonder. 

00:05:10 Dewyane 

It just seems like it's kind of like bookings or re skinned maybe I'm curious. I'd love to know. 

00:05:16 Dewyane 

If anybody out there knows by. 

00:05:17 Joe 

Microsoft is good at reusing the tools they already have provided us, so I wouldn't be surprised if there's pieces to that. 

00:05:24 Joe 

There is a little bit of licensing involved there, so you do need a in our world in academic A3, or you need an E3 for that webinar 

license, but just the organizer of that needs that to get that started. 

00:05:39 Dewyane 

I am glad that. 

00:05:41 Dewyane 



They didn't hide it behind an additional additional license, which was kind of what you thought it might look like. 

00:05:47 Dewyane 

It was going to happen when it first came out and this whole Advanced communications license that nobody really understood what 

it did. 

00:05:54 Dewyane 

So glad to see that most of the things that Joe and I talk about we always kind of harp on the fact that it's free to education. 

00:06:02 Dewyane 

So this will be a little bit different because some of the features we're going to discuss today with large teams meetings do actually 

require an E3 or A3 license, so there is a little bit of a cost associated with it. But like Joe said, only the organizer means that you 

don't need to have that license assigned to. 

00:06:22 Dewyane 

Another presenter, it's just the person scheduling the meeting, right, Joe? 

00:06:27 Joe 

Yes, and that license also gets you. 

00:06:30 Joe 

Over the 350 person limit, and that's going to get you to a standard 1000 attendee limit now in a standard meeting. 

00:06:42 Dewyane 

And technically, it can even go more than that, right? There's some sort of mechanism if you break that 1000 person limit. 

00:06:51 Joe 

That would be the overflow, uh, meeting capability, and there's a little bit of PowerShell you might need to do to turn that on that 

feature on, but what we've on how we understand that works is it will basically stand. 

00:07:06 Joe 

Stand up a live event for you. 

00:07:06 Joe 

A live event for you. 

00:07:09 Joe 

I, I think one caveat that you have to be aware of. Currently you need to be doing a screen sharing or an application share. It's not 

supposed to be working currently with. 

00:07:25 Joe 

With live I'm sorry, uh PowerPoint, live that we like to use a lot of so that overflow. I think if you know you're going to hit and go 

over 1000, you probably want to pay attention to how you are sharing content. 

00:07:38 Dewyane 

Yeah, that's a. That's an unfortunate limitation that I would like to see. 

00:07:45 Dewyane 

Fixed in the future 'cause I know even when we did a few live events, people asked can I do the same PowerPoint sharing? 

00:07:51 Dewyane 



How do I take control of it? Like, uh, this doesn't work that way, so the the consistent experience isn't really there yet. 

00:07:59 Dewyane 

And it seems like it's even getting a little bit more cloudy as large teams meetings kind of start to blur. 

00:08:05 Dewyane 

The line between the teams meeting and live event. 

00:08:08 Dewyane 

But I want to talk about the. 

00:08:11 Dewyane 

There's a number of new features that have come out in a shameless plug for myself. I did a post on LinkedIn that had a screenshot 

from the meetings that we just did, and inside of two screenshots I think I captured like a dozen new features that had rolled out in 

the last couple of months. And I. 

00:08:30 Dewyane 

Thought it was just kind of cool. I'm like wow. 

00:08:32 Dewyane 

If you just really study this screenshot, you're going to see all these new things that you can do, and it really made me think about 

the fact that this is a this is a legit way to manage a very large meeting our meeting had. 

00:08:47 Dewyane 

I think the total concurrent people that I got in the screenshot was like 370 or something like that. 

00:08:53 Dewyane 

Uhm, total we had around 465 I think. Total at one point. 

00:08:59 Dewyane 

Uh, so. 

00:09:01 Dewyane 

I mean, it's a good tool and likely if you're in an enterprise or a university you you may already have this. 

00:09:08 Dewyane 

If your university is doing any threes so or a threes rather so I I feel like this is a really good tool that people should kind of. 

00:09:17 Dewyane 

Take a look at and I want. 

00:09:19 Dewyane 

To talk about if I was going to zero it in. 

00:09:21 Dewyane 

It would be running a very structured. 

00:09:25 Dewyane 

Meeting using just teams meetings and you hit the first bullet point which was they go big. Now they go big like 1000 seats in just a 

regular old teams meeting. 



00:09:38 Dewyane 

And that's not a webinar like other products have a webinar license, which means you cannot see or hear the audience. 

00:09:44 Dewyane 

This is 1000 seat meeting where you could see or hear the audience or allow somebody to unmute or turn their camera on if you 

wanted to to participate in like a Q&A session or something. Yeah, I think that says a lot. That's that's that's powerful. 

00:09:56 Joe 

And those those webinar licenses from some other companies are. 

00:10:00 Joe 

Are kind of costly. 

00:10:02 Joe 

Uhm, so now that you can go to 1000 and that's that's a significant number of people. 

00:10:09 Joe 

Definitely something to to look at is if you're used to using a different product and you have this in your, you know available in your 

tool set really seriously. Take a look at this. 

00:10:23 Dewyane 

Right, I'm going to go down a list of features and there's not going to be really any coherent order to this, but we'll make it work. 

00:10:31 Dewyane 

And the first feature that we've seen that just came out that I thought was really useful is chat bubbles. The ability to see. 

00:10:40 Dewyane 

That somebody posted something in the chat without having the chat. 

00:10:45 Dewyane 

Pane like open. 

00:10:47 Dewyane 

And it wasn't too intrusive, you think? 

00:10:50 Joe 

Yeah, I think we did a little testing with it. We tried to like spam the the chat conversation quickly to see if your number of bubbles 

filled up. 

00:10:59 Joe 

I think we saw maybe what three conversations at one time and and it's nice to be able to have a little more screen space if you are. 

00:11:11 Joe 

Uh, maybe presenting, but you don't wanna get. 

00:11:15 Joe 

Have that full chat showing up. That's one thing you can do. You could have a little bit of just a chat bubble showing up if you want. 

00:11:22 Joe 

It might be distracting for you, so you you can turn it on and to disable it, depending on what you're doing. 



00:11:29 Joe 

I think we saw maybe a little bit of some early release issues there was occasionally. 

00:11:34 Joe 

Chat pane is open and we were getting chat. Bubbles seemed to be sometimes, maybe just a delay. 

00:11:41 Joe 

But but again, this is I mean we were just getting this really. 

00:11:44 Joe 

East, I mean it felt like the week we heard rolling out this conference. So yeah, yeah. 

00:11:44 Joe 

East, I mean it felt like the week we heard rolling out this conference. So yeah. 

00:11:49 Dewyane 

That's always nice, isn't it? 

00:11:50 Dewyane 

Yeah, brand new feature. You've just shown your facilitators how to use this program and something new just came out. 

00:11:57 

So keep showing your stuff. 

00:11:59 Joe 

So wrote lessons so that yeah, the chat bubble shows up just just at the top of the screen. Just kind of overlays right at the right at 

the top. 

00:12:10 Dewyane 

I'm going to point out something that somebody said from our champions monthly meeting and they said it doesn't look like a 

bubble. It's a box. 

00:12:18 Dewyane 

I thought that was very funny. 

00:12:20 Joe 

Maybe on Windows 11 it'll look like a bubble and get some rounded corners. 

00:12:22 Dewyane 

It'll definitely have rounded edges, yeah? 

00:12:27 Dewyane 

I think that. 

00:12:29 Dewyane 

I think for some reason sometimes people. 

00:12:33 Dewyane 

Don't find the control bar up at the top. Very intuitive and it drives me nuts because. 

00:12:40 Dewyane 



If you open up your text messaging app on your phone, what is it? What's the? 

00:12:43 Dewyane 

Icon look like I mean. 

00:12:45 Joe 

It looks like a little. It looks like a little. 

00:12:49 Joe 

Call out a little chat call out that we're used to a little chat. A little bubble. 

00:12:54 Dewyane 

Yeah, and that's exactly what the chat icon looks like on the teams control bar. So why is it difficult to find the chat? So I think this in 

some way. 

00:13:05 Dewyane 

Makes people more aware that the chat is there and Microsoft has been doing a lot of things related to the importance of hybrid 

work and making sure that people who are online have the same or similar representation as people who are in the conference 

room. And I think chat bubbles might have been brought upon for that reason. 

00:13:25 Dewyane 

Is if you're in a conference room type system and somebody who's on the call sends a chat, you have a higher likelihood of seeing 

what that person said, and so I think that might be the real motivation behind it. 

00:13:37 Dewyane 

But I do like the fact that it makes sure that people know the chat is there, so that's good. 

00:13:43 Joe 

I think while we were talking about having a really large meeting, when you have a large structured meeting, the. 

00:13:53 Joe 

Issues you might have around your attendees become important, and being able to control them. 

00:13:59 Joe 

So some of the newer things that have been added for that are the ability to one hard mute mic for attendees and recently added as 

hard mute or hard disable the. 

00:14:14 Joe 

For us, and certainly when you've got a potentially 1000 people joining your, you want to control that to have a lot less distractions 

and really have a flow of what more feels like a true webinar style. 

00:14:30 Dewyane 

I just tried to hit the applause meeting reaction. 

00:14:37 Dewyane 

There's holy smokes, that is, that is a huge feature and I complete you know every episode we complain a little bit. I'll go ahead and 

start early. We're only like a few minutes in. 

00:14:48 Dewyane 

It took a really long time to get that and we're in education and I cannot imagine teachers suffering through using teams to try to 

teach a class and not having the ability to force mute and force squelch off video for an entire virtual class of 6th graders. 



00:15:08 Dewyane 

I'm glad it's finally here, but it took way too long to get it, and so the fact. 

00:15:13 Dewyane 

That we do have it now. 

00:15:14 Dewyane 

You know, we get to use it. 

00:15:15 Joe 

So as 100% necessary to deal with it, if you're going to try to throw out a webinar type of service, so it definitely had to had to show 

up at the same time. 

00:15:27 Joe 

At least. 

00:15:27 Dewyane 

Yeah, I mean how many times have you been in a meeting where somebody got their camera on and you didn't know it and they're 

in their car and they're driving down the street and they're eating a pop tart and the camera is positioned behind the steering wheel 

and it's really distracting, isn't it so? 

00:15:43 Joe 

I can't picture us ever having that happen more than twice so. 

00:15:51 Dewyane 

Totally made that example up. 

00:15:55 Dewyane 

So yeah, yes, that is. 

00:15:57 Dewyane 

That is a beautiful thing and again. 

00:16:01 Dewyane 

We didn't really talk about this part. Maybe 'cause we haven't gotten there yet. 

00:16:04 Dewyane 

Yeah, these are some of these things our listeners need to be aware are in what Microsoft refers to as the meeting option. 

00:16:11 Dewyane 

So when you schedule a meeting in the teams calendar, you can click meeting options and it abruptly breaks you out into your web 

browser, where you could then configure some security settings around your meeting and so you can go into that meeting and you 

can actually before the meeting even starts, go ahead and pre determine. 

00:16:31 Dewyane 

That people who have attendee status in the meeting don't have a camera and don't have a mic. 

00:16:38 Dewyane 

Uhm, and ironically, if you do it in Outlook, did you know if you go to meeting options in outlook? 

00:16:44 Dewyane 



It's actually a little dialog box built into outlook. It does not pop you up to a web browser. 

00:16:50 Joe 

So Outlook gets integrated meeting options before teams does. 

00:16:55 Dewyane 

Before teams gets teams option, yeah. 

00:16:59 Dewyane 

I don't know. 

00:17:01 Dewyane 

Anyway, moving on. 

00:17:01 Joe 

Sorry, we said something about complaining. 

00:17:05 Dewyane 

So be be familiar with meeting options, know that they're there and explore them and they should be something that you go to 

immediately after you schedule a meeting. 

00:17:16 Dewyane 

If the meeting is going to be. If it's important to you, if it's not just you and three or four other people you know. 

00:17:22 Dewyane 

You should probably take a look at those meeting options and make a determination on how you want the flow of this meeting to 

work, and that's where you'll find the disable camera and disabled mic for attendees option. 

00:17:35 Joe 

And one other option in there what we're talking about that is important to look at is the lobby and how you want to manage that. 

00:17:45 Joe 

We took advantage of that in a couple different ways. Is we set these lobbies to be closed? Basically only the organizer initially and 

we could jump into the meeting early. We be in the organizer and some presenters and the organizer could promote the presenters. 

00:18:05 Joe 

And everyone else who is going to be a standard attendee. They could start hitting the lobby you knew people were starting to start 

to show up, but you have some time. Kind of pre meeting to prep your mic. 

00:18:20 Joe 

Test your presentations. Make sure everyone can can hear, set. Set the flow of that. That's a nice little option there to. 

00:18:29 Joe 

Have that time basically to yourselves. It's kind of like spend some time in the green room. Get prepped before you go out onto 

stage. 

00:18:37 Dewyane 

That was nice, and yeah, you just you know who your presenters are. So when they hit the beating you admit him from the lobby 

and then promote them in the participants pane to a presenter. 

00:18:50 Dewyane 



And in some cases we didn't even do that. We had a few folks who they didn't actually have content that they needed to share. They 

just had to. 

00:18:58 Dewyane 

Turn their camera and mic on so now you can. Even though you've told teams, disable everyone mic and disable everyone camera, 

you can now selectively. 

00:19:08 Dewyane 

We decide who can use their mic and camera, and so you can find that one person in the participants list and right click on them and 

allow mic and camera. And when you're in a meeting with 300 plus people, even 100 plus people. 

00:19:25 Dewyane 

How is it going through that participant list? 

00:19:29 Joe 

It's a little hard to scroll through that and then scroll and scroll some more so they've thankfully enabled searching now through that 

capability, so you can put in someone name if they are currently in attendee, they will show up and you can manage their mic and 

their camera. 

00:19:49 Joe 

Without having to scroll through the entire list, which would definitely be a pain if you had a close to 1000 people attending. 

00:19:57 Dewyane 

Yeah I would like to see that box change a little bit though because it it would lead you to believe that it is searching for people to 

invite to the meeting, not searching for people who are already in the meeting and so it's not super intuitive yet. I think I saw in 

admin center it actually didn't. 

00:20:17 Dewyane 

Look like that it they change the language that's in that box to make it make more sense. 

00:20:18 Dewyane 

The language. 

00:20:22 Dewyane 

But for those who don't know, that that's what it does now. Way easier, so much easier to find your next presenter, promote them, 

you know, give them the necessary rights that they need instead of scrolling up and down through a giant list 'cause it actually 

bottoms out the list will bottom out and then tell you you know there's 85 more people and you gotta give it a minute. 

00:20:42 Dewyane 

And then it will load them and then you can, you know it it it could. It could definitely put it, uh, some dead air in the middle of your 

meeting if you're trying. 

00:20:51 Dewyane 

To find a person dot view. 

00:20:55 Joe 

Couple more options that got enabled recently. Again really to help with with a webinar and helping with a large number of people 

in a in a standard meeting. 

00:21:05 Joe 



Is the ability to lower all hands. So previously we would see a few people would you'd ask a question, ask people to raise their hand 

to take some questions. You might end up with. You know, 510 hands raised and you go pick. 

00:21:25 Joe 

Two or three of them, and then you kind of move on to the next part of your weapon or with those hands. Sometimes people don't 

put them down. 

00:21:32 Joe 

And now there's a way to click a button and lower all of those hands and something we always like to remember. 

00:21:39 Joe 

Remind people is that the the first person to raise their hand is going to be at the top of that list. 

00:21:43 Joe 

They'll get bounced up to the top of the attendee list, so you know who asked the first question. 

00:21:50 Dewyane 

Or who hit the buzzer first in jeopardy. 

00:21:50 Joe 

Nice way to make sure you're. 

00:21:53 Joe 

Yeah, yeah, you could use it as a little a little in between break time game or something like that if you wanted to. 

00:22:02 Joe 

Or for us we have some lounge time when we have conference is a nice way to do a little bit of a little jeopardy online. 

00:22:12 Joe 

The other one that's helpful is is mute all attendees button now. So that's instead of muting everybody which included the 

participants, which was always fun to accidentally do that in the middle of them talking. 

00:22:25 Joe 

Now you can just mute the attendees. You don't have to again scroll through and scroll and scroll and try to find that one with the 

mic. 

00:22:32 Joe 

Or their little bubbles showing up, showing that they're producing some audio. You can just mute them all in one button push. 

00:22:40 Dewyane 

We did notice some behavior with that that I think I'd like to point out. 

00:22:44 Dewyane 

Which makes sense to me. Now looking back on it, if all the attendees are already muted, then there won't be a mute all attendees 

button. 

00:22:55 Dewyane 

Or if you hit the mute all attendees button and mute everyone a few seconds later, that button will disappear. So if you don't see 

that button, that means there's. 

00:23:03 Dewyane 



No problems, you need to fix. 

00:23:06 Joe 

That's a that's an interesting way to to do that interface, but. 

00:23:11 Joe 

Have to just look out for that. Definitely definitely figure that one out. 'cause isn't there a also a mute? All participants. I think they 

did also provide an extra button for that too so. 

00:23:24 Joe 

Some new new features in there to look out for. 

00:23:27 Dewyane 

Uh, we talked a little bit earlier about PowerPoint live like just briefly, but we were basically just saying that it doesn't work in live 

events, but I do want to talk about it's gotten so much cooler in the last. I don't know a few months and we use it heavily and in the 

last. 

00:23:48 Dewyane 

Conference that we did. We rely on channel meetings and you know, I know our focus is on large meetings, but I want to talk about 

this. 

00:23:56 Dewyane 

Quick, we had 147 presentation files in our team. I'd, you know, looked at all the files that were in the team. 147 of them were 

PowerPoints. 

00:24:07 Dewyane 

And being able to. 

00:24:09 Dewyane 

Push that file into the meeting and make that a resource in the meeting is so much more versitile than just sharing your screen and it 

allowed us to really cater to the presenters who. Maybe this was their first time presenting in teams and for our keynote too we did 

this. 

00:24:27 Dewyane 

It allowed us to say hey, send us your PowerPoint deck. 

00:24:30 Dewyane 

We'll get it loaded into the meeting and then you just take control and now you could drive and the ability to have multiple 

presenters pass control back and forth and. 

00:24:44 Dewyane 

I got a pet peeve. 

00:24:46 Dewyane 

When people say next slide please. Oh makes my hair stand up. It drives me crazy and. 

00:24:54 Dewyane 

And now you know, we've got folks out there that are used to platforms that only let you share your. 

00:25:01 Dewyane 



And being able to actually make the PowerPoint app be a part of the meeting in pass that control around the audience doesn't even 

know what's happening like it's pretty much totally transparent and a very very seamless process that handoff is, and we saw it 

executed very well in some cases, and in other cases. 

00:25:21 Dewyane 

We saw people who we? 

00:25:22 Dewyane 

Heard, say, next slide please but we'll get there. 

00:25:26 

We'll get there. 

00:25:26 Joe 

I, I think along the complaint lines we've seen a little bit, maybe in the user. 

00:25:32 Joe 

Uh, interface issue where it's somewhat easy to accidentally. 

00:25:38 Joe 

Uhm, close down the share and end it and the button and take control seem to kind of be a little too close. 

00:25:49 Joe 

People may might be double clicking, taking control. They end up end up shutting down their PowerPoint share, so something 

daring. 

00:25:57 Dewyane 

Yeah, the take control button is. 

00:26:00 Dewyane 

Yeah, I mean it says take control, but there's this carryover behavior that folks have where they double click a lot of things. 

00:26:07 Dewyane 

And so as soon as you click take control, that button immediately changes into stop presenting. So click one, took control, click two, 

ended it. 

00:26:17 Dewyane 

So yeah, that's that can get you. 

00:26:18 Joe 

But thankfully there is a new yeah, thankfully there's, uh, a new feature in in PowerPoint live is there's resume, so it will ask you if 

you want to go right back to the slide that you were on previously. So so if you've got a nice deck you're not having to. 

00:26:38 Joe 

Click through one after the other to get back to where you were and they also brought in. Kind of the gallery view of those slides so 

you can also jump straight to a slide in that manner. So a couple nice features that have enriched that experience that we had with 

Power PowerPoint live. 

00:26:56 Dewyane 

Yeah, we did have some some woes last year when we had the same conference and. 

00:27:04 Dewyane 



If somebody accidentally stopped the presentation and you were like 35 slides in it was painful. You know to click click, click, click 

like all the way through to get back to the next to where you were. 

00:27:14 Dewyane 

And so yeah, having it prompt you like teams knows, like hey, you are just presenting this. And now you're bringing it right back up. 

Do you want to just resume from where you left off and? 

00:27:24 Dewyane 

Oh, that's fantastic. 

00:27:26 Dewyane 

I I appreciate that. 

00:27:27 Joe 

What are some of the other new features? Yeah. What are some of the other new features that they've added that really enhanced 

that experience? 

00:27:34 Dewyane 

Well, you touched on one a little bit. You said there's like the gallery view, like what the slides are that are coming up next are going 

to be and that was a part of the presenter view. 

00:27:45 Dewyane 

Not to be confused with the other presenter view I'm. I'm still not totally sure the right terminology. Now there's a the new thing 

where you can overlay your camera. 

00:27:54 Dewyane 

Over top of your PowerPoint and for a while I thought I heard them calling that prism. 

00:27:58 Dewyane 

Interview so. 

00:27:59 Joe 

Yeah I did too. Presenter view presentation view. I'm not sure. 

00:28:04 Dewyane 

Standout mode now, it might be called. I don't know. We haven't gotten it yet. 'cause there are, I don't know. 

00:28:09 Dewyane 

I guess we're last in line for that new feature, but we'll see anyway, so presenter view is just like presenter view in PowerPoint 

desktop. If you're presenting your your slides and you have two screens, your presentation. 

00:28:25 Dewyane 

We'll go full screen on like monitor #2. 

00:28:29 Dewyane 

Monitor number one. We'll show you the slide you're currently on. It will show you your notes and it will show you the slides that 

are coming up next. 

00:28:36 Dewyane 

You can actually use that little carousel at the bottom to skip a few slides. So like, let's say you realize like Slide 6 isn't isn't relevant 

to this audience. You can just click on Slide 8 and skip a couple. 



00:28:50 Dewyane 

And so that's nice. And then, in addition to that presenter view, they just added annotation tools, which I was super excited about. 

00:28:59 Dewyane 

That was a huge one on Uservoice. Yeah, every comment I ever saw about PowerPoint live was like give us a laser pointer please. So 

now there's a laser pointer. 

00:29:00 

Very cool. 

00:29:10 Dewyane 

Among with, you know other tools like ink and highlighter and stuff like that. 

00:29:15 Dewyane 

So that was a huge ask. 

00:29:18 Joe 

The laser pointer is fun to use. 

00:29:20 Joe 

If you hold down while you're drawing on your screen, the laser line will stay there until you release your mouse, so you kind of can 

use it in a few different ways to highlight circle something and keep your mouse down and release it in about. 

00:29:39 Joe 

3 seconds or so later, the laser will kind of fade away for you, so actually some some cool little that's like I don't. That's like a cool 

little tool to take advantage of. 

00:29:50 Dewyane 

Well, yeah, I I think that it's the most versatile tool of all the annotation tools like I. 

00:29:57 Dewyane 

I mean, I don't want to say that ink isn't useful, but I almost don't see the reason in using ink. If I know I can just momentarily. 

00:30:05 Dewyane 

Circle something and bring it out to the audience and you know bring their attention to it. And if you click the laser pointer button 

and again, this kind of threw people off. 

00:30:17 Dewyane 

People who hadn't used this feature before would see their slides small, and they would see their notes and they would kind of 

worry like does everybody see my slides? 

00:30:25 Dewyane 

Do you see my notes too or like? 

00:30:27 Dewyane 

No no, no. Only you see that so for. 

00:30:30 Dewyane 

Anybody out there who hasn't tried this yet? It nobody. 

00:30:32 Dewyane 



Else sees Presenter view, except the person who is currently control. 

00:30:36 Dewyane 

Pulling the slide deck, but if you if you click the laser pointer icon again, you actually get options for more colors. 

00:30:44 Dewyane 

So if you want a blue laser pointer or a green laser pointer, or I think there's a purple one or something you can do that. That way in 

changing color 2. 

00:30:55 Joe 

So something else that we found really, really important for this conference. 

00:31:02 Joe 

It's that one of our extension agents kind of stumbled upon, and I think at first we were both kind of surprised 'cause we had. We 

had hoped it would work this way, but a lot of our. 

00:31:15 Dewyane 

No, not surprised at first. We both didn't believe it. 

00:31:19 Joe 

That's true. 

00:31:20 Joe 

It was it was a show me. 

00:31:23 Joe 

Show me some process. 

00:31:23 Dewyane 

We've got prove it. 

00:31:25 Joe 

But a lot of our presenters will use snippets of of video and their PowerPoints. 

00:31:33 Joe 

And you know this is a different process. Presenting online and shoving a video inside of a video that's sent out over video. 

00:31:43 Joe 

It doesn't usually turn out too well, so in it and using PowerPoint live, you'd like to have smaller slide decks, 'cause that deck is 

getting pushed out to your attendees. 

00:31:54 Joe 

So embedding an MP4 inside of your slide while it does work in PowerPoint live and we were using that previously and setting that 

slide in that video to autoplay and everybody in the audience would see it all at the same time. 

00:32:10 Joe 

Uhm, something something brand new works with some type of embedding. What's that Dwayne? 

00:32:17 Dewyane 

It has three fire emojis on it in our OneNote 'cause we were so excited about it. 



00:32:24 Dewyane 

Yeah, the I want to. I want to rewind just a hair to talk about what you just said. 

00:32:29 Dewyane 

Re reiterate this, if you're using PowerPoint live, you have to think about the fact that that file that PowerPoint file actually becomes 

a part of the meeting and everyone who's on the call their system will load that file. 

00:32:43 Dewyane 

And then from you know, there's an initial download, right? Let's say the files 10 megabytes, everybody downloads a 10 megabyte 

PowerPoint, and behind the scenes and then you're basically controlling their progression through that PowerPoint deck. 

00:32:57 Dewyane 

You start loading videos in it. I mean we had some. We had some crazy ones Joe we had we had somebody. 

00:33:03 Dewyane 

Send us a 6 gig PowerPoint file. 

00:33:07 Dewyane 

And there's this line that you cross where it's like, alright, this isn't useful anymore. You know PowerPoint live is not going to handle 

this very well. 

00:33:15 Dewyane 

We need to go back to screen sharing and until we found this new feature and this new feature is if you are using PowerPoint live in 

a teams meeting and you go to the when you're building your PowerPoint. 

00:33:28 Dewyane 

You go to the insert tab and you insert an online. 

00:33:31 Dewyane 

Video and you link to a YouTube or Vimeo or whatever when you give that presentation in teams and you click play on that 

PowerPoint, it makes everyone elses computer reach out to YouTube and they all play it at the same time. 

00:33:48 Dewyane 

Blew my mind when when that person showed us this and I I was. Yeah, we couldn't believe it. We didn't believe it until we saw it 

and then we still didn't believe it. We tried to begin like a few different ways 'cause it just. 

00:34:02 Dewyane 

I've never done a conference that didn't have a ton of pre recorded videos and this made it so much easier. 

00:34:09 Dewyane 

We had 6 gig PowerPoint files that. 

00:34:11 Dewyane 

Dropped to like 8 MB. 

00:34:15 Dewyane 

I mean nothing. 

00:34:15 Joe 

And it's a great. It's it's a it's. It's a much better experience for the end user too. 'cause you we were previously having to sometimes 

kind of compress those embedded videos to to make them smaller, but. 



00:34:28 Joe 

Now, because that PowerPoint has been pushed out to the users computer and they're playing something from YouTube directly, as 

if they just basically had opened up that video in their browser that end users computer system is going to be handling that video 

play, so they're going to get a better experience. 

00:34:49 Joe 

Around that, that's not going to have any type of jitter issues. Audio issues things like that. One thing to be aware of we did notice is. 

00:35:00 Joe 

Your teams audio device might have been set differently than your computer audio device, and we're finding that the PowerPoint 

live embedded YouTube video or Vimeo video. This way will pick your device audio and play through that. 

00:35:20 Joe 

So something few people were couldn't hear the audio and it often was simply their desktop was set to something different that 

wasn't outputting for them to hear. 

00:35:32 Dewyane 

Yeah, that that was a pretty common thing that I heard throughout the the conference was you had to change your your system 

speakers to match what your team speakers were. 

00:35:44 Dewyane 

Uh, that's a huge huge game changer, especially for us. I mean, we may be more excited about it than than other people, but there's 

a really good sign there. Like there's a story about equity of Internet connections like we promote the use of. 

00:36:00 Dewyane 

PowerPoint live because it's more bandwidth friendly. It allows folks who don't have great Internet connections. They don't have to 

download as much as a screen share. 

00:36:10 Dewyane 

And now with doing YouTube videos in this, you're not cramming a you know 5050 MB MP4 down their Internet connection. 

00:36:12 Speaker 1 

You know? 

00:36:20 Dewyane 

Their computer will reach out to YouTube and stream at whatever resolution their connection can handle, and so if they have to 

watch that video at 480P, well that's what happens, you know, but they still got to watch it along with the rest of the audience 

instead of waiting and waiting and waiting and and potentially even missing out, because if everyone else is done watching and the 

presenter. 

00:36:40 Dewyane 

It's next slide. Well, they they didn't get to see it all, so I think it's a great feature. Probably one of my favorite things I've seen in. 

00:36:46 Dewyane 

The last 12 months easily. 

00:36:48 Joe 

It's it's going to save us a lot of work when we kind of. 

00:36:52 Joe 



Take these PowerPoints and often we're having to do a lot of massaging of them and and we're working them to make sure the 

attendees had the best experience at at our conference is definitely going to save a lot of a lot of time, 'cause that's often how these 

videos would come already. Kind of embedded to YouTube, no longer having to go download those and and. 

00:37:12 Joe 

Make them MP fours and bring them in. 

00:37:16 Joe 

And one thing that you're if you're worried about, yeah yeah. And and if you're worried about putting YouTube videos up, what we 

were doing for a lot of these also is you can set them so they're unlisted so they don't have to show up in a in a YouTube account. If 

you feel a little, you know a little bit better about about that. 

00:37:16 Dewyane 

Lot less work for us. 

00:37:35 Dewyane 

There's another carryover that it's been out for a little while, so this isn't new new, but we're talking about. 

00:37:41 Dewyane 

Again, we're talking about all the things that are available to you to run a really large meeting, and if you've got your audience 

muted. 

00:37:50 Dewyane 

And you've got their camera turned off. 

00:37:53 Dewyane 

And maybe you even decided to. 

00:37:54 Dewyane 

Go ahead and disable the. 

00:37:55 Dewyane 

Chat 'cause you can do that now you can completely turn off chat. 

00:37:59 Dewyane 

One of the. 

00:38:00 Dewyane 

Only other ways that a person in the audience can react to something that happens is meeting reactions, which is actually a 

carryover from the PowerPoint live product. If reactions were in PowerPoint live first before they were in teams. 

00:38:15 Dewyane 

And so the screenshot that I posted on LinkedIn. Like I said, I tried to get as many new features like I had like this Unicorn moment 

happen where I was like. Click on the screenshot key. 

00:38:26 Dewyane 

And I got chat bubbles, meeting reactions, PowerPoint live embedded YouTube 380 people you know forced muted audience like 

everything I could get in one photo and there was like a lot of applause hands coming up from the slide, which was really cool. 

00:38:41 Joe 

One thing that helps with some of these larger conferences, and especially if you think these are people new to teams, is. 



00:38:49 Joe 

Often some of the first chat posts that we do are screenshots of the interface with some arrows and explanations of where to find 

some of these. 

00:38:58 Joe 

So just something to think about is, as you kind of set up your audience and attendees at the very start of the meeting. It's one way 

to help. Either remind them or just. 

00:39:09 Joe 

Give them an idea of where to find some of these controls so they can fully participate. 

00:39:15 Dewyane 

You know one thing that. 

00:39:17 Dewyane 

Our point live like I don't even know how to refer to it now like. 

00:39:22 Dewyane 

Stand alone PowerPoint. Live regular old PowerPoint live like PowerPoint. Live not in teams. One thing that it does is if you're using it 

to give a presentation to a room and it's it's mainly designed more for an in person type presentation. 

00:39:37 Dewyane 

You actually get a report of all the slides and all the reactions, and you can tell which slide had the most reactions. 

00:39:44 Dewyane 

And I think that would be kind of a cool some cool metrics to see come in teams. I'd like to know that like if I go to this slide and a lot 

of people give it a thumbs up, and I know that slide has more impact. Maybe I need to talk about that a little bit more. 

00:39:57 Dewyane 

Than some other stuff, so I think that would be. 

00:40:00 Dewyane 

Add that to my wish list. You know it's a long list, but go ahead and add it. 

00:40:05 Joe 

Occasionally we get to see them marked off. One of those is that, uh, I think we has been marked off for us to again to help manage 

a large event and run it like a webinar is. We've we've had spotlight for a while, but being able to now multi spotlight. 

00:40:25 Joe 

Up to 7 people and we took advantage of that for sort of like a discussion panel where you've got a couple of your presenters who 

are maybe this interview, or they're fielding questions back and forth from the audience, but you're able to put you know 2. 

00:40:45 Joe 

Or three, or up to 7 people. 

00:40:47 Joe 

Up on the stage, and that's what all the attendees see and and that's something that. 

00:40:55 Joe 

We'd had some ways we were going to try to do that for for live events, it's just. It's not that easy without moving into like some 

third party software for a fuller production, but now that has brought that tool right into your standard teams. 



00:41:13 Joe 

And really enhances the ability to kind of change up what that type of meeting is. It might not be all content, it might be some 

people talking and now you're able to have the people that are doing the main talking showing up all you know presented to the 

attendees. 

00:41:30 Dewyane 

Yeah, our keynote for this last conference was not heavy on slide content. 

00:41:38 Dewyane 

And it was a back and forth discussion between two experts who were taking questions from the audience via the chat in polling and 

and yes, being able to spotlight those two individuals and meant that anyone else who had their camera on was kind of shrunk down 

to the little gallery at the bottom. And so it allows you to. 

00:41:58 Dewyane 

Really control the layout of the meeting and what the audience sees and you get to decide who they see and how they see them. 

00:42:06 Dewyane 

Uhm, it goes up to seven. We didn't have to do that. I think we might have done three or four at the most in some of our, you know, 

some components of these meetings, but seven is the Max which I found kind of odd like. 

00:42:19 Dewyane 

I don't know why it's seven. You think it would be 9 so that you get the three by three, but. 

00:42:24 Dewyane 

But yeah, big big time feature. Probably the most requested feature for live events and teams is please just let me show more than 

one camera. 

00:42:36 Dewyane 

And live events can't do it. But now teams meetings can so, but that's kind of interesting. 

00:42:44 Joe 

Another thing we took advantage of again for for our our keynote is they were wanting to ask some standard. 

00:42:53 Joe 

Questions to the audience. They had some polling questions and we're able to inject those into the meeting beforehand and we can. 

00:43:03 Joe 

Launch those later during the actual meeting, so if you add forms to your meeting. 

00:43:09 Joe 

Before it starts, you can actually set up your polls, and I think Duane, you said now we've seen quizzes show up there. 

00:43:17 Joe 

Uhm, so preload those into your meeting and then when you get to the point, you basically don't just have to launch those. 

00:43:24 Joe 

You don't have to type them up in on the fly now so that that worked out really well for us a couple of times. We use those. 

00:43:32 Dewyane 

Yeah, that was nice. Our presenters sent us a few polls ahead of time and we were able to go ahead and load them into the meeting. 



00:43:38 Dewyane 

Only the organizer can add forms as an app to the meeting, but once that's done, presenters can then coauthor and work on quizzes 

and polls together and launch them in the middle of the meeting, which is pretty awesome so. 

00:43:55 Dewyane 

That's a lot of new stuff. 

00:43:57 Dewyane 

I mean. 

00:43:57 Dewyane 

I mean. 

00:43:59 Dewyane 

Was that like 1213 things? 

00:43:59 Joe 

It was great experience. Yeah, it was great experience taking advantage of those on the basically on the fly for this conference the 

first time. 

00:44:09 Joe 

Definitely helped, uh, have a great experience. Definitely a better experience than last year. Being able to take advantage of some of 

these that we had to kind of work around previously. 

00:44:22 Dewyane 

I'm not going to lie, Joe. I did not miss being a producer in live event and I much prefer doing it in a teams meeting and and you 

know, I'd have to ask the audience if you've been doing live events and teams. 

00:44:38 Dewyane 

Would you continue doing them, I mean. 

00:44:41 Dewyane 

Are teams live events dead now that this stuff has come to teams meetings? Is that what Microsoft wanted? I don't know. 

00:44:49 Dewyane 

I mean, is it really not dead? They've just kind of like merged them together and made them one thing instead of being two vastly 

separate things. You know I don't know, have question. 

00:45:01 Joe 

Yeah, I wonder the uptake of them just through the extra complexity. 

00:45:07 Joe 

And we know that we've. 

00:45:09 Joe 

Try to help some of our agents use them and take advantage of them, but it is a different way to think about and use, you know, live 

events compared to regular teams meeting and the interface is different too for the the producers versus the participants. 

00:45:29 Joe 

And presenters in a in a live event. It just. There's a lot there to add to system. Add to confusion. 



00:45:37 Joe 

Yeah, I'm with you. I think one of the live events we had like 60 transitions we went through and and it seems to be a little smoother 

and less stressful doing it just in a regular teams meeting. 

00:45:53 Dewyane 

Absolutely yeah. 

00:45:56 Joe 

Well, this was. 

00:45:58 Dewyane 

A fun conversation and I hope that folks that have listened to this episode. You know teams is always changing and we just like I said 

earlier, we just rattled off at least a dozen new things that have come out fairly recently and this is, you know, July 2021. So if you're 

listening to this 

00:46:16 Dewyane 

Three months from now, I bet there's all kinds of new stuff you know that has already come up since this air. 

00:46:21 Dewyane 

But the point of this episode was. 

00:46:24 Dewyane 

To show that a lot of these new features that have come out really do give you a very granular level of control to orchestrate a 

meeting and make it an experience that you've managed for the attendant for the for the audience for the attendees. 

00:46:40 Dewyane 

And I think we proved that we did it. Uhm, there's not. It's not perfect. You know it's not perfect, I've. 

00:46:48 Dewyane 

I've got more complaints that we probably don't even have enough time. 

00:46:50 Dewyane 

To get into, like you know, anyway, I won't but. 

00:46:54 Dewyane 

It worked pretty well and I'm happy mostly. 

00:46:59 Joe 

I think the. 

00:47:00 Joe 

The the results we got in comments and feedback we've gotten from the attendees. I I think it went really, really well so. 

00:47:08 Dewyane 

When it goes smooth enough that nobody really notices anything, then you know you did pretty well. If people are asking you 

questions and talking about you know hey, I didn't see such and such. 

00:47:17 Dewyane 

Then you know you'll, you'll know, but. 

00:47:21 Dewyane 



Well this was fun. I like I said we had a good time doing this. It was really fresh on our minds so selfishly we just wanted to talk about 

this because we literally just did it yesterday. 

00:47:32 Dewyane 

But that meant it was fresh in our mind and we knew all of the things that we had just done and were excited about and explored 

and wanted to share them. 

00:47:40 Dewyane 

And so this was dumb. 

00:47:43 Dewyane 

Big meetings and teams. 

00:47:45 Dewyane 

Right are we ready for some wins? 

00:47:47 Joe 

I think I think we're ready for some wins. Yeah, yeah I'll go first I. 

00:47:53 Joe 

It's it's a result of this this conference. We had one that was a great a great I think win for both of us, but it was our first chance to 

take advantage of our thoughts around how we bring in guests. So this is a heavy guest conference, it's. 

00:48:12 Joe 

I think you know 800 plus guests versus 5060 people that are attend from our tenant and managing those last year. 

00:48:24 Joe 

Uhm, was was a struggle and mostly around making sure that people would actually receive their invites. The invite process for mass 

adding guests is pretty atrocious process and we made some improvements on that from the standard out of the box. 

00:48:44 Joe 

A way of doing that and we were able to basically set up a little bit of a workflow of. 

00:48:52 Joe 

Adding everyone to our Azure Active Directory, collecting their redemption URLs that they have to Click to accept the invite. 

00:49:02 Joe 

Add them to the the we added them to basically last year's team so that we could kind of pre populate them into our tenant before 

Tuesday morning when this thing got started so they all were rushing to to work through that process. 

00:49:18 Joe 

And then actually a process for sending out a really nice looking. Basically we used mail merge join, right? So spent a while since 

using Microsoft Word Mail merge, but basically taking the Excel file we produce of person name and email and redemption URL. 

00:49:38 Joe 

And generating a good looking email to them that seems they've clearly made it be past their spam filters this time, and some things 

like that that were really troublesome last year so. 

00:49:50 Joe 

That definitely was a big burden last year that I think we've solved. We'll have to talk about that and write that up and share a little 

bit of code here. Once we get get get past this week. 



00:50:02 Dewyane 

Yep, yeah, that was a that was a great achievement. You did some amazing work in PowerShell and I just did a mail merge. 

00:50:12 

It works though. 

00:50:12 Joe 

I know you had some trouble with mail merges in URLs and so there was definitely some new stuff there to learn too. 

00:50:18 Dewyane 

Yeah, my win is a little out there. Not a little out there. We have. Actually we had a guest on the podcast. 

00:50:27 Dewyane 

I don't know if he came across the microphone or not today. 

00:50:29 Dewyane 

But he is sitting right next to me, sleeping. 

00:50:32 Dewyane 

And we got a new puppy. 

00:50:34 Dewyane 

And he's fantastic and his name is rebel and I have no idea what he is. He's a rescue puppy and he could be 20 different dogs. 

00:50:45 Dewyane 

I don't know, but he's our dog and we love him and he's great and he's been potty training great and going outside and trying to 

teach him to walk. 

00:50:54 Dewyane 

Finally, she knows sit and he's fantastic, but he's growing fast and we don't really know how big he's going. 

00:51:01 Dewyane 

Yeah, and my wife took him to the vet for his first like Puppy Checkup and she looked at a little like puppy chart and she was like 

coordinate chart. 

00:51:12 Dewyane 

He might be 50 or 60 pounds, which is not what we were going for, but it is what it is. So it's just kind of a wait and see kind of thing. 

It will be a surprise. 

00:51:22 

But yeah, he's doing great. 

00:51:23 Joe 

So now this podcast has a. This podcast has a has a cat mascot and now we've got a puppy mascot, so I think we're soon. 

00:51:30 Dewyane 

Yeah, I'll have to. I'll have to pose him up in Photoshop lasers coming out of his eyes like you're a. 

00:51:34 Dewyane 

Ninja Cat, so we'll see. 



00:51:39 Dewyane 

Oh cool, well those are good wins. Yeah, we we had some some a big week but. 

00:51:46 Dewyane 

I'm done, I'm out you out. Beam on outta here. 

00:51:50 Joe 

Yeah, yeah, definitely it was. 

00:51:53 Joe 

A solid week combined with with a good storm, so definitely well. Thanks for listening, everyone. Appreciate you joining us. 

00:52:04 Dewyane 

Awesome, thanks everybody. See ya. 

00:52:06 Joe 

Thank you for joining us and we hope you like today's show. 

00:52:10 Joe 

Please subscribe if you would like to catch our next episode and give us a five star rating to help others find us. For more information 

visit aka.my/shiftshow. Thanks for listening. 

00:52:23 Scotty 

Transporter room standby to beam up landing party. 

 

 


